Formation of spatially localized oscillations in parametrically driven systems is studied, focusing on the dominant 2:1 resonance tongue. Both damped and self-exciting oscillatory media are considered. Near the primary subharmonic instability such systems are described by the forced complex Ginzburg-Landau equation. The technique of spatial dynamics is used to identify three basic types of coherent states described by this equation, small amplitude oscillons, large amplitude reciprocal oscillons resembling holes in an oscillating background, and fronts connecting two spatially homogeneous states oscillating out of phase. In many cases all three solution types are found in overlapping parameter regimes, and multiple solutions of each type may be simultaneously stable. The origin of this behavior can be traced to the formation of a heteroclinic cycle in space between the finite amplitude spatially homogeneous phase-locked oscillation and the zero state. The results provide an almost complete classification of the properties of spatially localized states within the one-dimensional forced complex Ginzburg-Landau equation as a function of the coefficients.
Introduction
The study of parametrically driven oscillatory systems has a long history, dating back to Faraday's experiments in 1831 [16] . A single periodically driven nonlinear oscillator exhibits a number of intriguing phenomena when the natural oscillation frequency and the driving frequency are close to strong resonance [2, 23] . These include frequency locking, hysteresis and various types of chaotic oscillations [2, 19, 23] . Many of these phenomena are present in spatially extended systems as well, including charge-density waves [6] , autocatalytic surface reactions [14] , cardiac activity [20] , the Belousov-Zhabotinsky (BZ) chemical reaction [34] , and optical parametric oscillators [54] . Such systems admit, in addition, different types of spatially structured oscillations such as different types of standing waves and spirals [10, 25, 32, 39, 41, 42, 43, 46, 53, 60] . These phenomena are usually easiest to see in the vicinity of the subharmonic resonance, so-called because the system responds with half the forcing frequency. In the following we refer to this resonance as the 2:1 resonance, and the resonance tongue containing homogeneous oscillations phase-locked to half the forcing frequency as the 2:1 resonance tongue. As is well-known these phase-locked states typically coexist with the trivial state along one of the boundaries of the resonance tongue [17, 46] .
Recent experiments on parametrically driven granular media have revealed, in addition, the presence of spatially localized oscillations that have been called oscillons [1, 35, 38, 52, 50] . These oscillations are embedded in a stationary background (Fig. 1a) , and also oscillate with half the forcing frequency [35, 52] . In the following we refer to states of this type as standard oscillons. Additional experiments have identified other types of spatially localized structures [4, 44] . These include hole-like states in a background oscillating state (Fig. 1b) referred to here as reciprocal oscillons [57] . In such states both the hole and the background oscillate with half the forcing frequency and hence both oscillate synchronously. In addition, experiments on the BZ reaction subjected to stroboscopic optical forcing and on vertically driven granular media reveal the presence of monotonic (or Ising) fronts connecting domains of spatially homogeneous oscillations, each phase-locked to half the forcing frequency but 180
• out of phase. Such Ising fronts are often found in the same parameter regime as the reciprocal oscillons already mentioned, i.e., near the boundary of the 2:1 resonance tongue [40] . The Ising fronts can in turn undergo instabilities leading to traveling (Bloch) fronts [11, 18] . In two space The arrows indicate that after one period of forcing the profile switches from the solid profile to the dotted profile, and hence returns to the original configuration only after two periods of the forcing. We refer to parameter regions containing these four types of localized states as SSO, SRO, SIF, and SSF, respectively. Although the front in (d) is also of Ising type, the terminology used emphasizes the difference in the front profiles. Despite their lack of reflection symmetry the SIF and SSF fronts do not drift. This is in contrast to the so-called Bloch fronts (not shown) which do drift (see text).
dimensions, a transverse instability of Ising fronts may lead to the formation of standing wave labyrinths [60] while in the Bloch front case spiral turbulence was observed [39] .
In this paper we show that much of this phenomenology can be captured by the forced complex Ginzburg-Landau (FCGL) equation [10, 15] valid near onset of the primary subharmonic instability. We use this equation to provide a comprehensive classification of the properties of the three types of spatially localized structures mentioned above, standard oscillons, reciprocal oscillons and fronts, in different parameter regimes. Since the FCGL equation provides a spatial unfolding of the 2:1 strong resonance familiar from dynamical systems theory [19] it can be considered to be the 'normal form' for this resonance in spatially extended systems. As such it arises naturally and inevitably in the applications mentioned above, and will arise at small amplitude in all extended oscillatory systems driven at frequency close to twice the natural oscillation frequency. Thus the only difference between these applications lies in the values of the coefficients which are system-specific and have to be computed in terms of physical parameters via standard techniques. Examples can be found in Refs. [37, 49] for the case of optical parametric oscillators; see also Ref. [5] . In cases where the primitive field equations (or the system parameters) are not known, as frequently occurs in chemical [33, 60] and granular [4, 55] systems, the FCGL equation is frequently used as a model equation to describe the observed behavior, particularly in two or more space dimensions.
The presence of spatially localized states in the FCGL equation should come as no surprise. As already mentioned the parametric forcing generally leads to coexistence between a spatially homogeneous phase-locked oscillation and the trivial state along one of the boundaries of the resonance tongue. In these circumstances one can expect to find fronts connecting these two states and by combining such fronts back-to-back one can construct spatially localized states. In the following we think of structures of this type as heteroclinic cycles in space, and employ spatial dynamics [9] coupled with numerical branch following techniques to establish the presence of such cycles in appropriate parameter regimes [57] . In addition, we demonstrate, following [28] , that such cycles can be responsible for the presence of multiple stable standard and reciprocal oscillons in overlapping parameter regions. We also demonstrate that different types of stable monotonic (Fig. 1c) and structured ( Fig. 1d ) fronts, i.e., different types of heteroclinic orbits, can be present in this region as well. Thus the presence of heteroclinic cycles is responsible, under appropriate conditions, for the profusion of stable homoclinic and heteroclinic structures in certain regions of parameter space. These include states we refer to as single-pulse states (discussed above), as well as a variety of so-called multipulse states that resemble bound states of the single-pulse states, and different types of fronts.
Our classification divides naturally into two parts corresponding, in the absence of parametric forcing, to subcritical and supercritical oscillations. The former are present in damped systems [1, 4] while the latter are found in selfexciting [40] systems. In §2 we introduce the forced complex Ginzburg-Landau equation describing the 2:1 resonance in one spatial dimension, and review the properties of spatially homogeneous phase-locked states, i.e., the states that oscillate with half the frequency of the forcing. In §3 we focus on the damped oscillatory regime and identify analytically bifurcations to small amplitude spatially localized states of homoclinic type, all of which are unstable. We next present the results of numerical continuation that allows us to follow these states toward larger amplitude; these indicate that these solutions terminate in a (spatial) heteroclinic bifurcation, and show that in some parameter regimes the homoclinic states acquire stability in the vicinity of this bifurcation. We identify the resulting states with the observed standard oscillons. In addition, we find two further types of spatially localized states, corresponding to the reciprocal oscillons and front-like states. The former bifurcate from the spatially homogeneous phase-locked states at finite amplitude and are also homoclinic; in contrast, the front-like states correspond to heteroclinic connections between two phase-locked states 180 o out of phase. Both types may terminate in the same heteroclinic bifurcation as the standard oscillons. We show that the reciprocal oscillons may acquire stability near this global bifurcation, while the various structured fronts may do so as well. In §4 we present parallel results for the case of self-exciting oscillations and discuss the impact of the bifurcation to Bloch fronts on the stability of both Ising and structured fronts. The paper concludes in §5 with a discussion of the results and their significance for ongoing experiments. Details of the analytical computations are relegated to several Appendices.
The forced complex Ginzburg-Landau equation
We consider a continuous system in one spatial dimension near a bifurcation to spatially homogeneous oscillations with natural frequency ω in the presence of spatially homogeneous forcing with frequency Ω. As is well-known interesting dynamical behavior is associated with strong resonances of the form Ω : ω = n : 1, 1 ≤ n ≤ 4 [2, 23] . Of these the resonance tongue associated with the subharmonic resonance Ω ≈ 2ω is the broadest and therefore ideally suited for experimental study [14, 18, 32, 39, 53] . Inside the resonance tongue the system responds to the forcing with oscillations at frequency Ω/2, corresponding to phase-locked states [2, 23] . Outside of the tongue the frequency difference |ω − Ω/2| is too large and the response frequency is no longer locked to the forcing frequency.
In the present paper we are interested in including large-scale spatial modulation into this theory. Thus we suppose that a dynamical observable w takes the form
where w 0 represents the equilibrium state, A(x, t) is a complex amplitude, and the ellipses denote higher order terms. The oscillation amplitude A(x, t) obeys the FCGL equation [10, 15] A t = (µ + iν)A − (1 + iβ)|A| 2 A + (1 + iα)A xx + γĀ ,
where µ represents the distance from onset of the oscillatory instability, ν is the detuning from the unforced frequency, and α, β and γ represent dispersion, nonlinear frequency correction and the forcing amplitude, respectively. HereĀ is the complex conjugate of A. Equation (2) can be derived by standard asymptotic methods from the relevant governing equations provided the amplitude A remains small, i.e., provided the system is close to onset of spontaneous spatially homogeneous oscillations and the forcing amplitude is suitably small. In the absence of forcing these oscillations grow when µ > 0 but decay when µ < 0. With the exception of the trivial solution A = 0, stationary solutions of Eq. (2) are all "phase-locked" in the sense that they correspond to observables w in the original system that oscillate at exactly half the driving frequency, Ω/2. We use the term uniform state to refer to a phase-locked state that is independent of x. States of this type take the form A = R exp (iφ), where
and φ = φ ± solves cos 2φ
The uniform phase-locked states exist provided R 2 > 0. Here ρ β ≡ 1 + β 2 and
In the following we denote the two branches of solutions in 0 ≤ φ ± < π by A 
and are unstable. These states annihilate with the A + u in a saddle-node bifurcation at γ = γ b ,
In contrast, when ν < ν β the A + u states bifurcate supercritically from A = 0 at γ 0 and the saddle-node bifurcation is absent. The line γ = γ b is tangent to the curve γ = γ 0 at ν = ν β , as shown in Fig. 2 .
The large number of parameters in Eq. (2) is responsible for a wide range of behavior. In §3 we consider the case of damped oscillations, µ < 0, followed by the self-exciting case, µ > 0, in §4. Without loss of generality we restrict both discussions to the case β > 0 but allow α to be positive or negative. The resulting half-space splits into five regions (Fig. 3) , independently of µ, each characterized by distinct behavior in the (ν, γ) plane; we are free to choose γ > 0, but must allow ν to be positive or negative. Bifurcation diagrams showing branches of stationary solutions A(x) as a function of the parameter γ correspond to vertical (constant ν) slices through this plane. In general, the types of solutions present in such diagrams are determined by the value of ν relative to a few critical values, such as ν β .
Damped oscillatory regime
In this section we examine solutions to Eq. (2) in the damped case, µ < 0. The resonance region containing the states A ± u is shown in Fig. 2a , and is characteristic of the uniform solutions found in all five regions of the (α, β) parameter plane introduced in Fig. 3 , provided that µ < 0. In the following we refer to these as Regions I − -V − , where the superscript refers to the sign of µ. The A = 0 state is stable to uniform perturbations in γ < γ 0 and unstable in γ > γ 0 . The A + u state is present in the shaded region and is stable with respect to spatially uniform perturbations; the A − u state is present in γ b < γ < γ 0 and is unstable. Thus the parametric forcing is responsible for the creation of a region of bistability between A = 0 and A + u , defined by ν > ν β , γ b < γ < γ 0 (Fig. 2a) . This region plays an important role in what follows.
There are two types of non-uniform solutions of Eq. (2), spatially periodic and spatially localized. To study these we rewrite Eq. (2) in terms of the real and imaginary parts of the amplitude A, U ≡ Re A and V ≡ Im A:
Here L is the linear operator
while N includes the nonlinear terms:
The steady states of this system satisfy a fourth order ordinary differential equation (ODE) in x that can be studied using a combination of bifurcation theory and numerical branch following techniques. It is important to recognize that Eq. (8) is reversible in the sense that it is invariant under the spatial reflection x → −x. In the following we think of x as a time-like variable and classify the states of interest as either homoclinic or heteroclinic orbits depending on the behavior of A(x) as x → ±∞. In addition, we distinguish between "small" amplitude states which bifurcate from the trivial state A = 0, and "large" amplitude states that are related to the finite amplitude uniform phase-locked states A + u . Small amplitude orbits homoclinic to A = 0 correspond to standard oscillons while large amplitude orbits homoclinic to A + u correspond to reciprocal oscillons. Heteroclinic orbits between ±A + u correspond to the observed fronts. In either case a localized solution must leave a homogeneous state as x increases from x = −∞ and must approach a homogeneous state (same or different) as x → ∞. Thus we examine both the stability of the uniform states in time as well as their stability in x, i.e., their temporal and their spatial eigenvalues.
Small amplitude states for α > 0
In this subsection we analyze, analytically and numerically, small amplitude states which bifurcate from the A = 0 state. We consider first the case α > 0, spanning the Regions I − -III − of the (α, β) plane shown in Fig. 3 . The behavior in α < 0, spanning Regions IV − and V − , is described in a subsequent section.
Temporal stability of
The (complex) growth rate s of an infinitesimal perturbation of the trivial state A = 0 with wavenumber k, where ǫ ≪ 1 and u, v are constants, is given by
Here
The A = 0 state is stable at any value of the parameters such that Re s < 0 for all k. Analysis of the dispersion relation reveals three bifurcations of interest. The first occurs at γ 0 and is a pitchfork bifurcation to the uniform phase-locked states A ± u . This bifurcation is associated with the change in stability of the k = 0 mode. The growth rate of this mode near γ 0 , for |k| ≪ 1, is given by
and indicates that the A = 0 state is stable for all γ < γ 0 provided ν < ν α ; at γ 0 this state loses stability with respect to uniform disturbances, and is unstable to a range of wavenumbers in γ > γ 0 , as shown in Fig. 4a . In contrast, when ν > ν α the A = 0 state is already unstable to spatially nonuniform perturbations when the k = 0 bifurcation takes place (Fig. 4b) .
The second bifurcation associated with the dispersion relation Eq. (12) is a finite wavenumber (Turing) bifurcation, present when ν > ν α (Fig. 4b) . Here the A = 0 state is stable for small γ and first loses stability at γ = γ a ,
to perturbations with wavenumber k a ,
The resulting bifurcation produces a branch of spatially periodic states with wavenumber k a . When γ > γ a the A = 0 state is unstable to a range of wavenumbers (which includes k = 0 once γ > γ 0 ). The above results are summarized in Fig. 5 : the state A = 0 is stable in time (solid line) for γ < γ 0 when ν < ν α , and for γ < γ a when ν > ν α . The dots indicate that A = 0 is unstable.
The third bifurcation, mentioned briefly in the introduction, is a Hopf bifurcation corresponding to Re s = 0, Im s = 0 at k = 0. This bifurcation occurs at µ = 0 provided γ < ν and produces a branch of spatially uniform oscillations. This mode and its interaction with the Turing mode have been studied in [58, 59] but are not considered in the present paper which focuses on values of µ away from µ = 0. Figure 6 : The (ν, γ) plane for Region II − . The curves γ a and γ d correspond to bifurcations in ν > ν α and ν α < ν < ν z , (solid lines), and to Belyakov-Devaney points elsewhere (dotted lines). Thus γ d forms the lower boundary of the region (shaded) of stable spatially uniform solutions A + u in the interval ν α < ν < ν z (barely visible). The picture for Region I − is qualitatively similar, except for the absence of the tangency at ν z since ν z < ν β . Thus in I − γ d forms the lower boundary of the shaded region everywhere in ν > ν α . Other notation is the same as in Fig. 2 . Parameters: µ = −0.5, α = 2, β = 1.
The line γ = γ a defined in Eq. (15) is tangent to the curve γ = γ 0 at ν α . Figures 6 and 7 show this line in relation to γ 0 and γ b for Regions II − and III − in the α > 0 quadrant of Fig. 3 . A similar plot for Region I − is omitted since the behavior resembles that found in Region II − . In these figures γ a is shown as a solid line in ν > ν α where it corresponds to a Turing bifurcation. For later reference it is also plotted (as a dotted line) in ν < ν α . Thus the A = 0 state is stable up to γ a when this is plotted as a solid line, and up to γ 0 elsewhere. The value of ν β and the location of γ b are determined by nonlinearity and have no bearing on the linear stability of A = 0 discussed above, but the value of ν α relative to ν β will play an important role in what follows. We therefore distinguish between the case ν α < ν β (i.e., α > β, spanning Regions I − and II − ) and the case ν α > ν β (i.e., α < β, Region III − ). Although γ a must lie below γ 0 , it is clear from these figures that it may lie either above or below γ b . For future reference we include in these figures a third critical value, ν z , as well as a curve labeled γ d ; both are related to finite amplitude effects discussed below.
For spatially nonuniform steady states A(x), whether spatially extended or localized, the linearized stability problem constitutes an eigenvalue problem for the growth rate s. This problem has in general an infinite number of solutions, although only the eigenvalues with the largest growth rates are of interest. In the following we omit the details of the required computations (these are similar to those in Ref. [7] ) but indicate whether a particular solution is stable or unstable. In the case of instability we indicate the number and shape of the eigenfunctions whose eigenvalues s have positive real part. For spatially localized states the two commonest instabilities are amplitude and phase instabilities. The former is characterized by an eigenfunction with the same parity (even or odd) as the steady state A(x) while the latter has the opposite parity. In both instances the corresponding eigenvalues are real.
The (ν, γ) plane for Region III − . In (a) shading indicates the presence of stable uniform states A + u , while in (b) it indicates the existence of stable reciprocal oscillons (SRO). In (c) the light shading indicates existence of stable Ising fronts (SIF) while the darker shading indicates the (very narrow) region of existence of stable structured fronts (SSF), shown more clearly in the inset. The heteroclinic cycle forms along the dot-dashed line γ * . Remaining notation is the same as in Fig. 6 . Parameters: µ = −0.5, α = 1, β = 2.
Spatial eigenvalues of A = 0
As mentioned above a necessary condition for the presence of an exponentially localized state that approaches A = 0 as x → ±∞ is that this state have at least one spatial eigenvalue with positive real part and one with negative real part. In this section we identify the regions in the (ν, γ) plane where this is the case. This amounts to examining the stability in x of the fixed point A = 0. The spatial eigenvalues λ of this fixed point are determined by linearizing Eq. (8) around the A = 0 state:
The four eigenvalues satisfy a quadratic equation for λ 2 ,
In particular, if λ is an eigenvalue thenλ and −λ are as well. Consequently there are four possibilities: (i) the spatial eigenvalues are real, (ii) there is a quartet of complex eigenvalues, (iii) the spatial eigenvalues are imaginary, (iv) two eigenvalues are real and two are imaginary. The transition from (i) to (ii) is via a Belyakov-Devaney point [9] , while the transition from (ii) to (iii) corresponds to a (spatial) Hopf bifurcation with 1:1 resonance [26] . Localized states correspond to intersections of the stable and unstable manifolds of A = 0. In cases (i) and (ii) this state has a two-dimensional stable and a two-dimensional unstable manifold. These manifolds are transverse to the two-dimensional fixed point subspace of the symmetries x → −x and A → A, and hence intersect in a structurally stable way [56] ; i.e., we expect localized states in cases (i) and (ii) only. In contrast, in case (iv) the stable and unstable manifolds are only one-dimensional and homoclinic orbits are exceptional [30, 36] .
The motion of the eigenvalues in the complex λ plane as γ varies depends critically on the value of ν relative to ν α > 0. We begin by observing that for small γ the eigenvalues form a complex quartet as in case (ii). When ν < ν α (Fig. 5a ) these eigenvalues collide on the real axis in a Belyakov-Devaney point when γ = γ a defined in Eq. (15) . Because this collision occurs away from the imaginary λ axis it does not correspond to a local bifurcation of the A = 0 state. Above γ a the eigenvalues split but remain on the real axis, as in case (i). As γ continues to increase two of the eigenvalues move toward the origin and collide at λ = 0 when γ = γ 0 . This collision does correspond to a bifurcation, and in fact it is at γ 0 that the uniform phase-locked states A ± u bifurcate from A 0 . For γ > γ 0 the zero eigenvalues split along the imaginary axis, resulting in eigenvalue structure (iv). When ν > ν α (Fig. 5b ) the complex eigenvalues that collide at γ a do so on the imaginary axis at λ = ±ik a . This is the Hopf bifurcation with 1:1 resonance (in space) or equivalently the Turing bifurcation (in time) mentioned above. In the language of spatial dynamics the spatially extended states produced at this bifurcation are referred to as spatially periodic states with wavenumber k a . Above γ a the eigenvalues split but remain imaginary, as in case (iii). Two of these collide at the origin when γ = γ 0 and split along the real axis, resulting, as before, in eigenvalue structure of type (iv). Thus when ν < ν α spatially localized states may exist everywhere in γ < γ 0 , while for ν > ν α they are expected in γ < γ a only. These regimes correspond precisely to those where the A = 0 state is stable in time, as indicated in Fig. 5 . This observation is significant since localized states in general inherit any instabilities of the background asymptotic state (but see [3, 48] ).
Localized states bifurcating from
The uniform phase-locked states A − u bifurcate from A = 0 at γ 0 , and this bifurcation is subcritical if ν > ν β . In Appendix A we show that if in addition ν < ν α (Fig. 5a ) then at γ 0 there is in addition a subcritical bifurcation to localized states. Near γ 0 these take the form
where
These localized states are biasymptotic to A = 0 as x → ±∞ and are present in Region III − of the (α, β) plane only, provided ν β < ν < ν α , γ ≤ γ 0 (Fig. 7) .
These analytical solutions can be followed away from γ 0 using numerical continuation [13] . Figure 8 shows the resulting bifurcation diagram typical of ν β < ν < ν α in Region III − . In this and all subsequent bifurcation diagrams we 
where L is the large but finite spatial period used in the numerical computations. Typically L = 200. Figure 8 shows not only the uniform phase-locked states A (Fig. 8a) . As γ decreases away from γ 0 the solution first contracts in x forming a well-localized state (Fig. 8b) . However, as γ approaches the value γ * these localized states broaden again, with A + L,0 spending more and more 'time' near the uniform value A + u . The resulting broad homoclinic orbit can be thought of as a pair of nearly heteroclinic orbits, the first connecting A = 0 to A + u and the second connecting A + u back to A = 0 (Fig. 8c) . We refer to this pair of heteroclinic connections as a heteroclinic cycle. Numerical branch following reveals that the branches of localized states A ± L,0 approach γ * monotonically from above; as a result the A ± L,0 solutions remain unstable to an amplitude (even) mode throughout their range of existence. In γ < γ * the broad localized states of the type shown in Fig. 8c evolve in time by decreasing their width, and eventually collapsing to the (stable) uniform profile A = 0. In contrast, in γ > γ * states of this type grow in width, filling more and more of the domain with the (stable) uniform phase-locked state A + u . The point γ * at which a heteroclinic cycle is present is analogous to the so-called Maxwell point in the theory of variational systems [7, 45] , where it corresponds to the equal energy case. It turns out that the multiplicity of steady states near γ * is determined by the spatial eigenvalues of the two states connected by the cycle, and hence is independent of the type of system.
Localized states bifurcating from γ = γ a
Recall that for ν > ν α the four spatial eigenvalues of the trivial state form a complex quartet when γ < γ a , collide at λ = ±ik a when γ = γ a , and then split but remain imaginary when γ > γ a . For this case, weakly nonlinear analysis in the vicinity of γ a (see Appendix B) reveals that there is a branch of small amplitude spatially periodic solutions given by
where the phase ϕ is arbitrary, b a ≡ 6η a (β − α) and, since α > 0,
(see Eq. (63) in Appendix B). Consequently this bifurcation is supercritical whenever β < α; in this case no additional localized states bifurcate from γ a . This is the case in Regions I − and II − of Fig. 3 . In contrast, when β > α (Region III − ) the bifurcation to spatially periodic states is subcritical, and localized spatial oscillations of the form
bifurcate from A = 0 simultaneously with the spatially periodic states and in the same direction. Here a a ≡ 2ρ
Bifurcations of this type occur in Fig. 7 in the region ν > ν α with the localized oscillations present below the line γ = γ a . Within the asymptotic analysis the phase ϕ in Eq. (23) is again arbitrary, but terms beyond all order select solutions with the phases ϕ = 0, π/2, π, 3π/2 [8, 31] . In the following we therefore distinguish between families of even (A even L,a ; ϕ = 0, π) and odd (A odd L,a ; ϕ = π/2, 3π/2) parity homoclinic solutions. The analytical solutions in Eq. (21) and Eq. (23) can be followed away from γ a using numerical continuation, as shown in Fig. 9 . The left panel of the figure shows the branch of spatially periodic states A P,a , as well as the branches of both even and odd localized states A L,a . The branch of uniform phase-locked states A ± u is shown for reference. The right panels show sample solutions along the two branches of localized states. The small amplitude localized states are broad near γ a (Fig. 9a,c) ; as γ decreases away from γ a the envelope of these states contracts in x forming well-localized packets (Fig. 9b,d ). As γ decreases toward γ * the profiles of both even and odd states broaden. Near γ * the even localized states A (Fig. 9f) . The numerical results again suggest that at γ * there exist heteroclinic cycles connecting A = 0 and ±A + u . As in Fig. 8 the branches of localized states approach γ * monotonically from above, and the solutions are always unstable. The A even L,a branch is unstable to a single amplitude (even) mode while the A odd L,a branch is unstable to two modes, an amplitude (odd) mode and a phase (even) mode. The A P,a states are likewise always unstable; although the nature of this instability varies throughout Region III − the unstable modes typically correspond to long wavelength disturbances.
The heteroclinic cycles identified in the bifurcation diagrams in Figs. 8 and 9 occur along the line γ * in Fig. 7 , corresponding to Region III − ; the line emerges from the tangency at ν β that creates the saddle-node bifurcation, and passes continuously from ν β < ν < ν α (Fig. 8 ) to ν > ν α (Fig. 9). 3.1.5 Small amplitude states for α < 0 When α < 0 as in Regions IV − and V − , the critical value ν α is negative. This change in sign requires a reinterpretation of the equations derived above. In this case the dispersion relation (12) predicts that the Turing bifurcation of the A = 0 state at γ a is present when ν < ν α instead of ν > ν α . Figures 10 and 11 show the (ν, γ) plane for Regions IV − and V − , respectively, with γ a plotted as a solid line in ν < ν α where it corresponds to a bifurcation point. Because the analysis at γ a performed in Appendix B now applies in ν < ν α , the expression for η a in Eq. (63) reduces to
Moreover, when ν > ν α the spatial eigenvalues at γ 0 are real, and the collision of eigenvalues at γ a occurs on the real axis; localized states are therefore expected in γ < γ 0 (as in Fig. 5a ). In contrast, when ν < ν α the eigenvalues at γ 0 are imaginary and the collision at γ a occurs on the imaginary axis. In this case localized states are expected in γ < γ a (as in Fig. 5b ).
The change in sign of η a also affects the bifurcations from γ a present in α < 0. As β > α everywhere in this quadrant the bifurcation to the spatially periodic states A P,a is supercritical throughout Regions IV − and V − . Moreover, no bifurcations to localized spatial oscillations of the form (23) can take place. Expression (19) remains valid in α < 0: in both Regions IV − and V − ν β > ν α and hence a branch of small amplitude single-peaked localized states bifurcates subcritically at γ 0 whenever ν > ν β ; such states are therefore present in γ < γ 0 (see Figs. 10 and 11). Thus the only small amplitude localized states in Regions IV − and V − are those associated with γ 0 .
We can follow the branches of analytically known small amplitude states away from γ 0 using numerical continuation. In Regions IV − and V − this branch behaves like the corresponding branch in Fig. 8 and approaches γ * monotonically whenever ν is near ν β . However, new behavior is found when ν ≫ ν β ( Fig. 12 ): the branch of localized states A ± L,0 now approaches γ * in an oscillatory fashion, undergoing an infinite sequence of saddle-node bifurcations as it winds toward it, cf. [28] . At each saddle-node bifurcation the stability of the localized states changes: the localized states near γ 0 are unstable, but there is a region surrounding γ * , between the first and second saddle-node bifurcations, within which there is a finite multiplicity of stable localized states (Fig. 13 ). We label this region SSO since it contains states that correspond in the physical system (1) to stable standard oscillons, i.e., stable localized states that are biasymptotic to A = 0 as x → ±∞.
The location of the SSO states in the (ν, γ) plane in Region V − is shown in Fig. 11b , and takes the form of a wedge straddling γ * , increasing in width as ν increases. The emergence of γ * from the tangency at ν β is difficult to make out in Fig. 11b initially exponentially thin and hence numerically invisible. There is a similar SSO region present in Region IV − , but it is orders of magnitude thinner than the one shown for Region V − .
Large amplitude states in z > 0
In the previous subsection we found it convenient to consider separately the small amplitude behavior in α > 0 and α < 0. In this section we turn to a study of large amplitude states, discussing separately the cases z > 0 and z < 0, where
(see below). The former spans Regions II − -IV − in the (α, β) plane of Fig. 3 while the latter inequality characterizes Regions I − and V − .
Stability of
The stability of the uniform phase-locked states in time is determined by linearizing Eq. (8) about these states, and looking for solutions of the form e ikx+st . The resulting dispersion relation is
Consider first the stability near γ 0 , where the uniform phase-locked states bifurcate from A = 0. The amplitude of these states near this point is given by
This expression is valid in both the subcritical case (γ < γ 0 , ν > ν β ) in which A − u bifurcates from γ 0 , and in the supercritical case (γ > γ 0 , ν < ν β ) in which A + u bifurcates from γ 0 . For small wavenumbers the growth rate near this bifurcation is given by
Thus when the bifurcation is subcritical the A − u state which emerges from γ 0 is unstable to the k = 0 mode, as shown in Fig. 15b . When the bifurcation is supercritical the A + u state that emerges from γ 0 inherits the stability of the A = 0 state from γ < γ 0 : when α > 0 it is stable when ν < ν α and unstable when ν > ν α . An example of the former is shown in Fig. 15a .
We next analyze the dispersion relation near the saddle-node bifurcation of uniform phase-locked states at γ = γ b , present in ν > ν β . At this point the amplitude |A u (γ b )| of these states is given by while nearby it is
The dispersion relation near the saddle-node, valid for small k, reduces to
and z is defined in Eq. (25) . The '+' sign in this expression refers to the upper branch A + u , and the '−' sign to the lower branch A − u . Once again the A − u branch is always unstable with respect to the k = 0 mode. Since µ < 0 and z > 0 the A + u branch is stable near the saddle-node when ν > ν z but is unstable when ν < ν z . The resulting stability assignments in the neighborhood of the saddle-node of uniform phase-locked states are shown in Fig. 16 .
It follows that the behavior of the system at a given value of ν depends on the location of ν z relative to ν β . In Region II − (Fig. 6 ), ν z is greater than ν β ; consequently, for ν β < ν < ν z the behavior near the saddle-node is described by Fig. 16b , while for ν > ν z it is described by Fig. 16a . In contrast, in Regions III − ( Fig. 7 ) and IV − (Fig. 10 ), ν z is less than ν β , and the behavior shown in Fig. 16a applies whenever a saddle-node is present (ν > ν β ).
Since the A + u state is necessarily stable at large γ the presence of instability near γ b implies the presence of a further bifurcation which stabilizes the A + u state as γ increases. This bifurcation is a Turing bifurcation and occurs at γ = γ d (Fig. 16b) , where
the associated wavenumber is given by
These expressions apply when the A + u state emerges from a supercritical bifurcation at γ 0 as well: an initially unstable state (ν > ν α ) stabilizes as γ increases at γ d .
In Region II − (Fig. 6 ) the Turing bifurcation is present in ν α < ν < ν z . The curve γ = γ d is tangent at ν α to the line γ = γ a (and hence also to the curve γ = γ 0 ), corresponding to the simultaneous creation of both Turing instabilities (of A = 0 and A = A ± u ) at γ 0 . At ν z the curve γ = γ d is tangent to the line γ = γ b , corresponding to the annihilation of the Turing bifurcation as it merges with the saddle-node of uniform phase-locked states. Between these tangencies γ d corresponds to bifurcations and hence forms the lower boundary of the stable uniform phase-locked states within the resonance tongue. In Fig. 6 we indicate this portion of γ d with a solid line (barely visible), to distinguish it from portions where it does not correspond to bifurcations (shown dotted). In some places in Fig. 6 the γ = γ d curve is difficult to distinguish from the other curves present; this is especially true at large values of ν where
In Region III − (Fig. 7 ) the Turing bifurcation is absent. The curve γ = γ d always lies above γ 0 but no tangencies are present. Finally, in Region IV − (Fig. 10 ) the Turing bifurcation reappears, along with the tangency of γ = γ d to γ = γ a (and γ = γ 0 ) at ν α . In this case the bifurcations are present in ν < ν α (solid line), and at the tangency the two Turing bifurcations merge and annihilate. At large ν the curve γ = γ d (dotted) approaches γ = γ b and becomes difficult to distinguish.
Spatial eigenvalues of
In this subsection we study the spatial eigenvalues of the uniform phase-locked states to identify the parameter regimes with possible exponentially localized states biasymptotic to A = A ± u . These eigenvalues are determined by linearizing Eq. (2) about A ± u and satisfy
As was the case above when considering the stability in time, we first examine the spatial eigenvalues near γ 0 where the uniform phase-locked states bifurcate from A = 0. At γ 0 there are two zero eigenvalues and two order one eigenvalues given by
When α > 0 these eigenvalues are real if ν < ν α and imaginary if ν > ν α , in agreement with the eigenvalue analysis along the A = 0 branch described in §3.1.2. Using Eq. (27) for the amplitude of the uniform phase-locked states near γ = γ 0 , the small spatial eigenvalues along this branch are given approximately by
and hence are of the same sign as Λ 2 0 when γ > γ 0 , and of the opposite sign when γ < γ 0 . Thus a supercritical bifurcation to uniform phase-locked states at γ 0 implies that the zero eigenvalues split 'toward' the large eigenvalues ±Λ 0 and all four eigenvalues are either real or imaginary [the eigenvalue structure listed as cases (i) or (iii) in §3.1.2]. In contrast, when this bifurcation is subcritical the zero eigenvalues split in the direction 'opposite' to the large eigenvalues, and so two are real and two imaginary [the eigenvalue structure listed as case (iv) in §3.1.2]. These spatial eigenvalues are shown in the insets in Fig. 15 for the case ν < ν α , where Λ 0 is real; a similar figure holds in the case ν > ν α , where Λ 0 is imaginary.
For the case shown in Fig. 15a , the spatial eigenvalues of the trivial state are such that no localized states biasymptotic to A = 0 can exist in γ > γ 0 . But in this same range of γ the eigenvalues of the uniform phase-locked state A + u can support localized states, and indeed, as shown in the next section, localized states in the form of fronts bifurcate supercritically from γ 0 whenever the eigenvalue structure in Fig. 15a applies.
We next compute the eigenvalues of the uniform phase-locked states near the saddle-node bifurcation at γ = γ b . At the saddle-node, Eq. (35) has a pair of zero eigenvalues and a pair of order one eigenvalues given by
Since z > 0 these eigenvalues are real when ν > ν z (Fig. 16a) and imaginary when ν < ν z (Fig. 16b) . Using Eq. (30) for the amplitude along the A ± u branches near the saddle-node, the zero eigenvalues become
Here the '+' sign refers to the upper branch A + u , and the '−' sign to the lower branch A − u . As shown in Fig. 16 , along the A + u branch the zero eigenvalues split 'toward' the large eigenvalues and hence all four are either real or imaginary, while along the A − u branch the zero eigenvalues split in the 'opposite' direction, and two eigenvalues are always real and two always imaginary. We conclude that when the bifurcation to uniform phase-locked states is subcritical the eigenvalues of the A − u states are always of type (iv). Thus we do not expect localized states involving A − u . On the other hand a branch of localized states involving A + u may emerge from the saddle-node at γ = γ b when the eigenvalue structure is of the type shown in Fig. 16a but not in the case shown in Fig. 16b .
The eigenvalue analysis predicts one final bifurcation that can occur along the A + u branch of uniform phase-locked states: the four eigenvalues, which are either all real or all imaginary, collide pairwise at γ = γ d . The spatial eigenvalues at this collision are λ = ±ik d . In the case in which the bifurcation to uniform phase-locked states at γ 0 is subcritical and the A + u branch emerges from the saddle-node at γ b the collision occurs on the imaginary axis whenever the eigenvalues ±Λ b lie on the imaginary axis, as in Fig. 16b . If the eigenvalues ±Λ b are real the collision occurs instead on the real axis, as in Fig. 16a . In contrast, when the A + u branch emerges directly from a supercritical bifurcation at γ 0 , the eigenvalue collision occurs on the imaginary axis when the eigenvalues ±Λ 0 are imaginary, as in Fig. 5b , and on the real axis when they are real, as in Fig. 5a . When the collision at γ d occurs on the real axis it corresponds to a global bifurcation, the Belyakov-Devaney point. When the collision at γ d occurs on the imaginary axis it corresponds to a local bifurcation point; this is precisely the Turing bifurcation at γ d identified in §3.2.1. In addition to identifying the appearance of spatially extended Turing patterns the eigenvalue analysis suggests that spatially localized states that approach A + u may also emerge from this bifurcation point into γ > γ d . Thus localized states may emerge either from γ b or from γ d , but not both.
A comparison of the eigenvalue structure in Figs. 5a and 16a shows that bifurcations that occur at γ 0 and γ b are similar in nature -at both bifurcation points there are two zero eigenvalues and two real eigenvalues, and localized states may exist nearby in γ < γ 0 or γ > γ b , where the eigenvalue structure is of type (i). A comparison of Figs. 5b and 16b shows that the bifurcations that can occur at γ a and γ d are also similar. Both are reversible Hopf bifurcations with 1:1 resonance [26] , and localized states may exist in γ < γ a or γ > γ d , where the eigenvalue structure is of type (ii). However, the small amplitude localized states that bifurcate from γ a and γ 0 are biasymptotic to A = 0, while the large amplitude states that bifurcate from γ b and γ d are biasymptotic to A + u . As such the former correspond to standard oscillons while the latter represent new states we refer to as reciprocal oscillons [57] .
Fronts bifurcating from γ = γ 0
In Section 3.1.3 we examined the "small amplitude" spatially localized states that bifurcate from A = 0 at γ 0 whenever the bifurcation to the uniform phase-locked states is subcritical. These states are biasymptotic to A = 0 as x → ±∞. In this section we examine the so-called "large amplitude" states that bifurcate from A = 0 at γ 0 whenever the bifurcation to the uniform phase-locked states is supercritical (ν < ν β ). Appendix A shows that such states are present in γ > γ 0 in Region II − when ν < ν α (Fig. 6 ), in Region III − when ν < ν β (Fig. 7 ) and in Region IV − when ν α < ν < ν β (Fig. 10) , and take the form
where a 0 < 0, b 0 < 0. The '+' branch refers to fronts which asymptote to the uniform phase-locked state A + u as x → ∞ and to −A + u as x → −∞, while the reverse is true for the '−' branch. Thus both solutions have odd parity under spatial reflection and are fronts.
The analytical solutions (40) can be followed away from γ 0 using numerical continuation. Since heteroclinic cycles never form at these values of ν the fronts extend to arbitrarily large γ (Fig. 17) . Near γ 0 the fronts are broad (Fig. 17a ) but become more localized as γ increases (Fig. 17b,c) . In the following we refer to these fronts as Ising fronts. Such fronts are typically (although not necessarily) monotonic in x, and are linearly stable to all perturbations, even and odd. 
Localized states bifurcating from γ = γ b
The weakly nonlinear analysis performed in Appendix C shows that when ν > ν z a branch of spatially localized states exists near the saddle-node bifurcation at γ = γ b . These states are biasymptotic to A + u and are given by
the constants in this expression are defined in Appendix C. There is a similar branch of localized states biasymptotic to −A + u given by −A L,b (x). In Regions III − and IV − ν z < ν β and hence the condition ν > ν z automatically holds whenever a saddle-node is present. A branch of localized states of this type therefore emerges from γ b when ν > ν z in Region II − (Fig. 6 ), but is present whenever there is a saddle-node in Region III − (Fig. 7) and Region IV − (Fig. 10 ). The analytic solution (41) can be followed away from γ b using numerical continuation. The behavior away from the saddle-node depends critically on whether or not a heteroclinic cycle forms as γ increases away from γ b . In the absence of such a cycle the branch of localized states simply extends to arbitrarily large γ, a situation that occurs when ν > ν z in Region II − as shown in Fig. 18 . The solution profile near γ b is broad and forms a shallow dip in an otherwise uniform A + u background (Fig. 18a) . Away from the saddle-node the solution contracts in x, forming a well-defined hole in the A + u background (Fig. 18c) , but remains unstable throughout owing to a single unstable amplitude mode of even parity. The supercritical branch of stable spatially periodic states A P,a is shown for clarity only near γ a .
When a heteroclinic cycle is present the branch of localized states emerging from the saddle-node can either approach γ * monotonically or in an oscillatory fashion involving a sequence of saddle-node bifurcations. In Region IV − only the former is observed (Fig. 19) , while in Region III − both possibilities may occur (Fig. 20) . The heteroclinic cycle that forms with increasing γ is identical to that responsible for the termination of the small amplitude states, as can be seen by comparing, for example, the profiles in Fig. 20c and Fig. 9c ,f; this is a manifestation of the reciprocity already noted in Ref. [12, 27] .
When the approach to γ * is monotonic the localized states are always unstable to a single amplitude (even) mode. On the other hand, when the approach is oscillatory (observed only in Region III − ) the stability changes at successive saddle-node bifurcations, as illustrated in Fig. 21 . As a result multiple stable reciprocal oscillons are present in a region straddling γ * ; in Fig. 21 we label this region SRO. The extent of the SRO region in the (ν, γ) plane in Region III − is shown in Fig. 7b . The SRO region takes the form of a wedge straddling the line γ * , and increases in width as ν increases. As with the SSO region described in the previous section, the SRO region is not created at ν β together with the line γ * but appears only when ν sufficiently exceeds ν β . A closeup of this behavior is shown in Fig. 22 for a different set of parameters elsewhere in Region III − . In this figure it is easier to see that the SRO region first appears only after the line γ * crosses the line γ = γ a . Figure 22 : Detail of the crossing of γ * and γ a in the (ν, γ) plane of Region III − . In the domain labeled (a) γ * > γ a and the approach of large amplitude localized states and fronts to γ * is monotonic; in (b) γ * < γ a and the approach is via a series of saddle-node bifurcations. Left panel: the SRO region (shaded) defined by the first two saddle-node bifurcations on the branch of localized states. Right panel: the SIF region (lightly shaded) extends down to the first saddle-node bifurcation on the front branch, while the SSF region (dark) extends from the second saddle-node to the third. Parameters: 
Localized states bifurcating from γ = γ d
A collision of spatial eigenvalues on the imaginary axis at γ d corresponds to a bifurcation point analogous to γ a . For this case weakly nonlinear analysis in the vicinity of γ d (Appendix D) reveals that there is a branch of spatially periodic solutions given by
and a branch of localized spatial oscillations of the form − when ν α < ν < ν z , and in Region IV − when ν < ν α ; as already noted, γ d never corresponds to a bifurcation in Region III − . The phase ϕ in Eq. (42) is arbitrary. Within the asymptotic analysis the phase ϕ in Eq. (43) is also arbitrary but terms beyond all order select solutions with phases ϕ = 0, π. We refer to these two solutions as A The two branches of solutions described analytically by Eq. (43) can be followed away from the bifurcation point using numerical continuation. Since these solutions never apply when a heteroclinic cycle is present the corresponding solution branch extends to arbitrarily large γ, as shown in Fig. 23 . The localized states are broad near γ d (Fig. 23a,d ), but contract in x as γ increases, forming well-localized packets. At large γ the ϕ = 0 solution corresponds to a single hole in the uniform A + u background (Fig. 23c) , while the ϕ = π solution corresponds to two adjacent holes (Fig. 23f) ; we think of the latter as a bound state of two holes. Both branches are unstable throughout: the ϕ = 0 solutions are unstable to a single amplitude (even) mode while the ϕ = π solutions are unstable to both an amplitude (even) mode and a phase (odd) mode.
Additional large amplitude branches
All the branches of states presented thus far were found by numerically continuing an approximate analytic solution away from a local bifurcation. Some of these branches terminate in global bifurcations at γ * . In this section we show that there are, in addition, branches of large amplitude localized states and fronts for which we have no approximate analytic solution. We locate these branches using a homotopy method: starting from an analytically known local solution we follow the corresponding solution branch to a large value of γ, followed by changing another parameter such as α or ν at fixed large γ to move into a regime where no analytical solution exists; finally we follow this branch of large amplitude states back toward small γ. In the following we use this technique to locate new classes of both localized and front-like states, with a particular interest in locating stable states in the neighborhood of the line γ * . We find that the behavior of the large amplitude front-like states present at large γ depends on the presence or absence of γ * . When such a point is present, as in Region III − for ν > ν β , the branch of fronts may approach γ * from above either monotonically or through a series of saddle-node bifurcations. Numerically we observe that the former occurs when γ * > γ a , a condition that holds only very close to ν β . The latter occurs when γ * < γ a , and is the case for all ν ≫ ν β . A bifurcation diagram with this behavior is shown in Fig. 24 . In this case, the fronts at large γ are simple monotonic (Ising) transitions from A + u to −A + u , but as one passes between adjacent saddle-nodes the fronts develop extra structure near their midpoint, and we refer to the resulting profiles as structured fronts. The Ising fronts are stable at large γ but stability switches at each saddle-node. Thus stable Ising fronts (SIF) exist for all γ above the first saddle-node, and stable structured fronts (SSF) exist between the second and third saddle-nodes. These regions are labeled SIF and SSF in the closeup shown in Fig. 25 .
In the absence of γ * our numerics suggest that the branch of Ising fronts always terminates, as γ decreases, in a saddle-node bifurcation at γ = γ k involving a second branch of front-like states that also comes in from large γ. These new states resemble kinks [24] and are always unstable with respect an amplitude (odd) mode. An example of this behavior taken from Region II − is shown in Fig. 26 . These kink fronts differ fundamentally from the structured fronts created near γ * , despite the fact that both are nonmonotonic transitions between ±A + u . The latter result when an Ising front develops extra structure near the midpoint at A = 0, while the former are the result of nucleation as the nontrivial states on either side of the front develop holes which are bound to the front.
In Region II − (Fig. 6 ) there is no γ * line in the (ν, γ) plane and the only stable fronts are monotonic. In ν < ν α the SIF region extends down to γ 0 where the fronts A ± F,0 bifurcate directly from A = 0. In ν > ν α the lower boundary of the SIF region consists of the line of saddle-node bifurcations where the monotonic fronts collide with the kinks. This saddle-node bifurcation always appears to lie (slightly) above γ d , although in ν > ν z both this saddle-node and γ d approach γ b , and we can no longer determine the precise relation between the boundary of the SIF region and γ d . Figure 7c shows the region of existence of stable fronts in Region III − and the associated line γ * . The stable Ising fronts extend down to γ 0 in ν < ν β . Above ν β the behavior is difficult to make out in Fig. 7c but easier to see in Fig. 22 , corresponding to a value of the parameters elsewhere in Region III − . In the domain directly above ν β , labeled (a) in this figure, the approach to γ * is monotonic and the SIF region extends down only as far as γ * . In the domain labeled (b) the approach of the branch of fronts to γ * is through a series of saddle-nodes and the SIF region extends beyond γ * to the first of these, which lies above γ b . In the latter case Region III − also contains a SSF region. The regime of existence is difficult to make out in Fig. 7c , but in Fig. 22 it is clear that the SSF region occupies a thin wedge around the line γ * in the domain labeled (b). A comparison of Figs. 7b and 7c (or the closeups in Fig. 22) shows the intimate relation between the SRO and SSF regions: both are associated with nonmonotonic approach of a branch of large amplitude states to γ * and are present at identical values of ν, although the widths of the regions (as determined by the locations of the saddle-nodes) are different. Figure 10b does the same for Region IV − . In ν α < ν < ν β the SIF region extends down to γ 0 where the fronts A ± F,0 bifurcate directly from A = 0. Below ν α the boundary of this region consists of the line of saddle-nodes where the monotonic fronts collide with the kinks; again this saddle-node always lies above γ d . Above ν β the large amplitude fronts always approach γ * monotonically from above and the line γ * forms the boundary of the SIF region. The homotopy method can also be applied to the localized states. In Region II − , the branch of large amplitude localized states A L,d that emerges from γ d in ν α < ν < ν z , and the branch of A L,b that emerges from γ b when ν > ν z each extend to large γ where the profiles resemble deep holes in a uniform A + u background. When the localized states are continued numerically in ν below ν α and then followed back to small γ we find that this hole deepens and broadens as the localized state fills with −A + u . Eventually the localized state becomes wide enough that it resembles a pair of bound fronts between ±A + u . We refer to such solutions as localized bound fronts, A LBF . A profile on the A LBF branch in Region I − is shown in Fig. 27 along with the Ising front at the same value of the parameters; the profiles are nearly identical over the entire width of the front. The separation between the two fronts increases as γ approaches γ d from above. Although the numerical results are inconclusive, we conjecture that this branch terminates at γ d in a global bifurcation analogous to the Belyakov-Devaney bifurcation. In this case we have two symmetrically related fixed points so that the "single-pulse" orbit which persists in both γ < γ d and γ > γ d is the front connecting ±A + u . We interpret the localized bound fronts as the simplest of the infinite multiplicity of multipulse states expected to exist in γ > γ d .
Localized bound fronts are also present in Region III − , though only above the Belyakov-Devaney point γ d . As a result we find no additional localized states in the neighborhood of γ * since it always lies far below γ d . In Region IV − the branch of large amplitude localized states A L,b that emerge from γ b in ν > ν β approaches γ * monotonically from below, while the branch A L,d that emerges from γ d in ν < ν α extends to large γ. The latter can be followed in ν not only into the domain ν α < ν < ν β , where no analytic results apply, but also into ν > ν β corresponding to the previously inaccessible range of parameter space above the line γ * . When numerically continued back toward small γ we find two types of behavior. At values of ν such that γ d > γ * the resulting solutions resemble the localized bound fronts, and are again found numerically only above γ d . This is so for ν α < ν < ν β , as well as at some values of ν slightly above ν β . When ν exceeds ν β sufficiently that γ * > γ d , the branch of localized states approaches γ * monotonically from above. It may be of interest to recall that in this same region the small amplitude localized states A ± L,0 approach this same γ * in a series of saddle-node bifurcations (Fig. 12) . These new large amplitude localized states, labeled A L in Fig. 19 , exist in addition to the those that bifurcate from the saddle-node at γ b and approach γ * from below, and are everywhere unstable to an amplitude mode. The A L profile at γ * consists of a heteroclinic cycle involving three parts (Fig. 19f) : a front from A + u to A = 0, a localized state biasymptotic to A = 0, and another front from A = 0 to A + u . This limiting profile is distinct from the limiting profile (Fig. 19c) along the A L,b branch that also terminates at γ * , although the segments of these profiles resembling fronts between A + u and A = 0 are identical.
Large amplitude states in z < 0
When z < 0, as in Regions I − and V − , the expressions presented above remain valid but we must reinterpret the results. Specifically, in Eq. (38) the order one eigenvalues at γ b are now real when ν < ν z and in this case large amplitude localized states biasymptotic to A + u are expected to emerge from the saddle-node into γ > γ b (as in Fig. 16a ). The collision of eigenvalues at γ d occurs on the imaginary axis and corresponds to a bifurcation point when ν > ν z (as in Fig. 16b) .
In Region I − ν z , as defined in Eq. (32), is always less than ν β , and the behavior near the saddle-node is necessarily of the type shown in Fig. 16b . In this region the Turing bifurcations of the A = 0 and A + u states are created in the tangency of γ d and γ a to γ 0 at ν α , and γ d remains a bifurcation point in all ν > ν α where it forms the boundary of the stable region of uniform phase-locked states within the resonance tongue. The large amplitude localized states and fronts are similar to those found in Region II − , including the localized bound fronts in ν < ν α found using the homotopy method. Like Region II − , Region I − contains no heteroclinic cycles and no SRO or SSF regions are present. The behavior in Region V − resembles very closely that of Region IV − . The one notable exception is that in Region IV − the Turing bifurcation at γ d was present only in ν < α, while in Region V − it is also present in ν > ν z where it defines the boundary of the region of stable uniform phase-locked states. Nevertheless the large amplitude states observed in Region V − match those described previously for Region IV − , including the necessarily monotonic approach of both localized states and fronts to γ * .
Pinning near γ *
Thus far we have identified numerically two types of behavior near γ * : a branch of states can either approach γ * monotonically or through a series of saddle-node bifurcations. We have exhibited examples of both types of behavior in our discussion of the termination of small and large amplitude localized states, and of fronts. In this subsection we show that the type of behavior observed is determined by the spatial eigenvalues of the spatially uniform solutions connected by the heteroclinic cycles present at γ * [28] . We consider first the case of large amplitude localized states, such as those that emerge from γ b , shown in Figs. 19  and 20 . Near the saddle-node at γ b these states represent small perturbations of the A + u state, and these grow in amplitude as γ approaches γ * . Near this point the inner region of the localized state approaches A = 0 and we can think of the localized state as a combination of two fronts, one from A + u to A = 0 and a second from A = 0 back to A + u . If the eigenvalues of the A = 0 state are complex the approach to A = 0 will be via a decaying oscillation in x; the departure from A = 0 will likewise be via a growing oscillation in x. These oscillatory tails can be seen in the profile shown in Fig. 20c . Such oscillations are responsible for the mutual "pinning" of the fronts that is, in turn, responsible for the series of saddle-node bifurcations that must occur as the fronts move apart and the heteroclinic cycle is approached. When the fronts are close to one another the interaction between them is strong, and the pinning interval therefore broad; when the fronts are far apart they interact only weakly and the distance between successive saddle-node bifurcations shrinks. The widest of these pinning intervals is the SRO region labeled in Fig. 21 . When the eigenvalues of the A = 0 state are instead real the approach to (and departure from) the A = 0 state is exponential, and no oscillatory tails are present (Fig. 19b) . In this case pinning is absent and the branch of localized states approaches γ * monotonically. There are three regions with γ * lines: Regions III − , IV − and V − . In Regions IV − (Fig. 10 ) and V − (Fig. 11 ) the line γ * always lies in ν > ν β and always lies between γ a and γ 0 , in a region where the eigenvalues of A = 0 are real. In these two regions large amplitude localized states experience no pinning, and the branches of these states must therefore approach γ * monotonically. In Region III − (Fig. 7 ) the line γ * falls above γ a when it is first created at ν β , but as ν increases γ * crosses γ a somewhere in the range ν β < ν < ν α and lies below γ a in ν > ν α . This crossing is shown in detail in Fig. 22 . In a very small range in ν below this crossing, labeled (a) in the figure, the eigenvalues of A = 0 are real and there is no pinning; above this crossing, in the range labeled (b), the eigenvalues are complex, resulting in pinning and an associated SRO interval. The width of this interval increases from zero as ν increases beyond the crossing point.
We can also use the same pinning argument to understand the creation of the SSF region shown in Figs. 7c and the right panel of 22. The monotonic fronts that exist at large γ split as γ approaches γ * , creating a broad inner region which fills with the A = 0 state (Fig. 24c) . When the spatial eigenvalues of this state are complex the fronts experience pinning and the approach of the branch of fronts to γ * will be via a series of saddle-node bifurcations which define the SSF region. Because these same eigenvalues are responsible for the SRO region of the large amplitude localized states, we expect the SSF and SRO regions to be present in the same range of values of ν, as confirmed by Fig. 22 .
A similar argument applies in the case of small amplitude localized states biasymptotic to A = 0, but in this case it is the A 
Another type of pinning
In the preceding subsections we have seen a number of examples of what might be called classical pinning regions. The fundamental object responsible for this behavior is a heteroclinic cycle between two distinct states, the A = 0 and A = A + u uniform states [28] . The localized bound fronts (LBF) can likewise be understood in term of pinning, but in this case the fundamental fronts are connections between ±A + u found in the SIF regions. As such the resulting homoclinic orbits could be called homoclinic cycles because the two states visited by the trajectory are related by symmetry. If the spatial eigenvalues of the state A + u are complex the two fronts will possess oscillatory tails that will interact and lead to preferred separations. This notion is consistent with the numerical observation that these LBF states are only found above γ d , where the spatial eigenvalues are complex. Even when γ d does not correspond to a bifurcation point the spatial eigenvalues below γ d are real and no pinning can take place.
There are two important observations that distinguish this case from the previous results. First, the heteroclinic orbits responsible for the classical pinning regions exist only along the line γ * , whereas the orbits responsible for the LBF states exist throughout the entire SIF region. Thus while the line γ * organizes the regions SSO, SRO, and SSF it is less clear what organizes the various LBF states. Second, due to symmetry the Ising fronts that exist within the SIF region do not drift. As such the pinning force does not oppose any natural tendency of the bound fronts to drift, but only selects the preferred separations.
It is also worth mentioning the states which result when the unstable kink fronts described above are evolved in time. The holes on either side of the front deepen into a stable state which resembles five bound Ising fronts (the original front plus two from the deepening of each hole). Numerical simulations show that other stable states consisting of three or seven bound Ising fronts also exist within much of the SIF regions. It is easy to imagine a large multiplicity of fronts and localized states created in this manner. Thus although the focus of this paper is on the stable states associated with the pinning of fronts near the γ * line, it is clear that bound fronts play an important role in the full enumeration of stable solutions to Eq. (2).
Multipulse branches near γ = γ *
We have already seen that the region around γ * contains a large multiplicity of states associated with the pinning of fronts as some branches wind toward γ * . This region also contains a large multiplicity of branches beyond that already discussed, referred to as multipulse branches [29] . Figure 9 shows two heteroclinic cycles emerging monotonically from γ * toward small amplitude. The simplest of these is A even L,a , consisting of two bound heteroclinic connections from A = 0 to A + u (Fig. 9c) . The second slightly more complicated cycle, A (Fig. 9f) . The existence of the front between A + u and −A + u at γ * is a result of pinning, and is responsible for the series of saddle-nodes as the large amplitude Ising fronts approach γ * (Fig. 25) . In fact, the connection between A at γ * , each of which can be used to assemble a different heteroclinic cycle at this point. All cycles assembled in this way consist of two pulses and are odd. Figures 28a,d show two examples, assembled using the fronts shown in panels (b) and (c) of Fig. 25 , respectively. Figure 28 also shows the result of continuing these cycles numerically away from γ * and toward small amplitude. The cycle A odd L,a is the only odd branch that terminates in a local bifurcation at γ a . Both of the other branches of odd states shown in the figure terminate at saddle-node bifurcations in γ * < γ < γ a . The other branches that collide at these saddle-nodes also trace back to γ * ; these are also odd but consist of four pulses, not two. These four pulse states can each be decomposed into a heteroclinic cycle made of five fronts. The profile shown for example in Fig. 28c consists of a front from A = 0 to A Figure 29 shows the result of numerically continuing these even heteroclinic cycles away from γ * ; the branch A even L,a is shown for reference. As before we find that the branches of two-pulse states terminate in γ * < γ < γ a in saddle-node bifurcations involving other branches which, when followed back to γ * , correspond to even heteroclinic cycles that are yet more complex. For example, the profile shown in Fig. 29c consists of five parts: a homoclinic orbit to A + u sandwiched between two heteroclinic fronts connecting ±A + u and two more heteroclinic connections from A − u to A = 0. The description of multipulse states is more complicated when ν < ν α and the bifurcation from A = 0 to localized states occurs at γ 0 instead of γ a , and depends on the location of γ * relative to γ a . When γ * < γ a the multipulse states in the neighborhood of γ * can be assembled as described above, but when these states are numerically continued into γ > γ * they do not collide pairwise in saddle-node bifurcations. Instead the multipulse branches all terminate at the Belyakov-Devaney point γ a , which lies between γ * and γ 0 . As the branches approach γ a the distance between the individual pulses that make up each profile is large and they interact only weakly. When instead γ * > γ a the large amplitude localized states and fronts approach γ * monotonically. In this case no small amplitude multipulse states are present.
The results in Figs. 28 and 29 give a glimpse of the large number of complex multipulse localized states biasymptotic to A = 0 that are present near γ * when the large amplitude states experience pinning. Likewise, at parameter values for which the small amplitude localized states experience pinning (γ d < γ * ) it is possible to assemble these pieces into complex heteroclinic cycles that asymptote to ±A + u . These can be followed away from γ * to large amplitude. An example is shown in Fig. 19 . Evidently the A L profile shown in Fig. 19f can now be interpreted as a heteroclinic cycle to A + u involving three parts: two fronts on either side of a localized state. Although many complex heteroclinic cycles can be assembled in this manner we find numerically that it is difficult to continue all but the simplest ones away from γ * . Should any multipulse branches of this type exist in γ < γ * we expect that they terminate pairwise above γ d when this is a Turing bifurcation, and at γ d when it is a Belyakov-Devaney point.
Self-excited oscillatory regime
In this section we describe solutions to Eq. (8) in the self-excited oscillatory case, µ > 0. In this case we refer to the five regions of the (α, β) plane shown in Fig. 3 as Regions I + -V + . As in the damped case, the bifurcation to uniform phaselocked states at γ 0 is supercritical when ν < ν β and subcritical when ν > ν β . But in the self-excited case ν β < 0, and the boundary of the resonance tongue in the (ν, γ) plane differs qualitatively from that in the damped case, extending down to γ b = 0 at ν = βµ (Fig. 2b ). Each region is described below. For each region we describe the stability of the uniform solutions in both t and x. We next consider the effect of the sign change in µ on the analytical predictions of localized states and fronts, and then present numerical results which show the extent in the (ν, γ) plane of stable states of either type.
Region I +
The resonance tongue in this region is shown in Fig. 30a . When µ > 0 the A = 0 state is always unstable to a range of wavenumbers owing to the presence of a k = 0 Hopf bifurcation; the A − u state is also everywhere unstable. However, we expect that when |µ| is small the effect of changing the sign of µ should be confined to small amplitude states. Indeed, we find that the A + u state remains stable at sufficiently large γ, although it may lose stability with decreasing γ. This loss of stability defines a (new) boundary of the resonance tongue, and may arise in one of two ways. When ν < ν H ,
the uniform phase-locked states A + u lose stability at a k = 0 Hopf bifurcation that occurs at γ = γ H , where
The curve γ = γ H is shown in Fig. 30a , and forms the lower stability boundary for the uniform phase-locked states when ν < ν H . At ν = ν H this curve is tangent to γ b , and the Hopf bifurcation turns into a Takens-Bogdanov bifurcation. Note that ν H > ν β for all values of β, independent of α. It follows that the above description of the Hopf bifurcation in Region I + also applies in Regions II + -V + . The dispersion relation (26) shows that the Hopf bifurcation occurs when
and hence only in µ > 0. The second possibility is that, as γ decreases, the A + u state loses stability with respect to a Turing bifurcation at γ = γ d . Equation (33) for the location of this bifurcation remains valid in µ > 0, and applies provided the critical wavenumber k d in Eq. (34) is real. In Region I + the Turing bifurcation is present in ν > ν z , at which point the curve γ = γ d is tangent to the line γ = γ b . Between ν H and ν z the uniform phase-locked states remain stable down to the boundary of the resonance tongue at the saddle-node at γ b . Thus the A + u phase-locked state is stable in a subregion of the resonance tongue defined by γ > γ H when ν < ν H , γ > γ b when ν H < ν < ν z , and γ > γ d when ν > ν z .
The analysis of the spatial eigenvalues in the damped case also applies to the self-excited case. Since α > 0 in Region I + , the spatial eigenvalue structure shown in Fig. 5a applies to the A = 0 state when ν < ν α , and that shown in Fig. 5b applies when ν > ν α . The spatial eigenvalues of the uniform phase-locked states in ν < ν β , where A + u bifurcates supercritically from γ 0 , are shown in Fig. 15a . Since z < 0 in Region I + , the spatial eigenvalues in the neighborhood of the saddle-node are as shown in Fig. 16b whenever ν β < ν < ν z and as shown in Fig. 16a whenever ν > ν z . Of course, the stability assignments in these figures do not necessarily carry over to the case µ > 0. Figure 30 also shows the location of the line γ = γ * at which heteroclinic connections between A = 0 and A = A + u are present. The location of this line in the (ν, γ) plane differs qualitatively from the µ < 0 case. As before, the line emerges from the tangency at ν β , but because of the location of ν β and the orientation of the resonance tongue it extends toward smaller γ as ν increases, and then terminates in a codimension-two point at which γ * = γ b , slightly above ν = βµ where γ b = 0. However, the line always lies below γ d , and hence the spatial eigenvalues of the uniform phase-locked state A + u at γ = γ * are real [type (i)]. As a result we do not expect localized solutions biasymptotic to A = 0 to exhibit pinning as the branch approaches γ * and the profile fills with the A + u state. The spatial eigenvalues of the A = 0 state at γ * are also of type (i) near the tangency at ν β , but γ * crosses γ = γ a somewhere in ν β < ν < ν α , implying that in part of the domain in ν the spatial eigenvalues of the trivial state at γ * are of type (ii). Thus the pinning which was responsible for the SRO and SSF regions in µ < 0 may create similar structures in µ > 0 as well.
Several of the analytical solutions described in §3 also apply in Region I + . We begin with the states bifurcating from the A = 0 state even though we expect these to inherit the instability of this state. The solution (21) describing the spatially periodic extended states A P,a bifurcating from γ a is valid in Region I + when ν > ν α , but the sign of η a and hence the nature of the bifurcation depends on the value of ν relative to αµ. This critical value corresponds to the point at which γ a (ν) = 0 and is easily located graphically in Fig. 30 . Below this value, the general expression for η a in Eq. (63) reduces to η a = α + ρ α > 0 and the bifurcation to spatially periodic states is subcritical. Above ν = αµ we have instead η a = α − ρ α < 0, and the bifurcation is supercritical. In the former case there is in addition a subcritical bifurcation from γ a to spatially localized states A L,a as described by Eq. (23); in the latter no such localized states are present. When ν lies below ν α but above ν β , Eq. (19) describes the branch of small amplitude spatially localized states A ± L,0 which emerge subcritically from γ 0 .
The branches of localized states, A L,0 and A L,a , can be followed away from their respective bifurcation points using numerical continuation. For values of ν for which heteroclinic cycles are present A L,0 and A L,a always approach γ * monotonically in a manner very similar to that shown in Figs. 8 and 9 . This is consistent with the expectation based on the spatial eigenvalues of the A + u state. However, the stability of these localized states in Region I + is different from that in the µ < 0 case. As before there is an unstable amplitude mode with a localized eigenfunction, but now there is in addition an infinite spectrum of unstable modes with extended eigenfunctions, corresponding to instabilities inherited from the background A = 0 state. There is also a range in ν, above the termination of the γ * line but below ν = αµ, in which the A L,a branch emerges subcritically from γ a but no heteroclinic cycle is present. In this case the branch of localized states interacts instead with a secondary branch of spatially periodic states that bifurcate from the subcritical A P,a states. The details of this interaction and the (unstable) stationary states that result are beyond the scope of this paper, but resemble related behavior already studied in the context of the Swift-Hohenberg equation [8] .
An examination of the large amplitude localized states reveals several new examples of interesting behavior. Large amplitude Ising fronts are found in Region I + using the homotopy method described above. The starting point for this method is the branch of fronts A F,0 in Eq. (40) which bifurcate supercritically from γ 0 when ν < ν β , and extend to arbitrarily large γ. At other values of ν, the behavior of the branch of fronts as γ decreases depends on whether or not a heteroclinic cycle forms. When it does, the branch of fronts approaches γ * either monotonically (near ν β , where γ * > γ a and the spatial eigenvalues of A = 0 are real) or in a series of saddle-nodes (when γ * < γ a and these eigenvalues are complex). An example of the latter is shown in Fig. 31a . The front profiles that make up this branch look similar to those shown in Fig. 24 . At large γ these correspond to monotonic Ising fronts between A + u and −A + u but near γ * the profiles become structured, and eventually approach a heteroclinic cycle involving the state A = 0 as the branch approaches γ * in a series of saddle-nodes. But in Region I + , all the fronts that exist near γ * are unstable due to a nonequilibrium Ising-Bloch bifurcation [11] at γ N IB > γ * , where the Ising fronts lose stability with respect to a (even) phase mode. Below γ N IB stability is transferred to a pair of counterpropagating Bloch fronts, distinguished from the stationary Ising fronts by their lack of odd parity. As shown in Fig. 31b the speed c of the resulting Bloch fronts increases as the square root of the distance from γ N IB [11] .
The motion of the Bloch fronts is shown in Fig. 32 . When two such fronts traveling in opposite directions collide, they annihilate; fronts traveling in the same direction move at identical speeds and therefore never collide. We surmise that the pinning mechanism discussed in §3.5 for Ising fronts also applies to Bloch fronts, although a detailed description of this mechanism will be given elsewhere. We have, however, found examples of Bloch fronts whose drift velocity is identically zero (i.e., pinned Bloch fronts), and in the neighborhood of such states identified stationary localized states similar to the LBF states described above (Fig. 27 ), but resembling bound Bloch fronts.
At sufficiently large values of ν where no heteroclinic cycle forms, the branch of Ising fronts annihilates instead with a branch of kinks in a saddle-node bifurcation, as shown previously in Fig. 26 . The region of existence of stable Ising fronts in Region I + is shown in Fig. 30b . Above ν ≈ 0.5 the Ising fronts are stable all the way down to the saddle-node where they join with the kinks. Below this value of ν the fronts always lose stability with respect to a nonequilibrium Ising-Bloch bifurcation prior to the saddle-node bifurcation. The line γ = γ N IB is shown in Fig. 30b and forms the boundary of the SIF region. The figure shows that the NIB bifurcation prevents the formation of a wedge of stable structured front (SSF) states around γ * . A similar story applies with regard to the large amplitude localized states in Region I + . When ν β < ν < ν z and the eigenvalue structure near the saddle-node is of the type shown in Fig. 16a phase-locked states are as shown in Fig. 16b , and in this case γ d is a bifurcation point producing the states described by Eqs. (42) and (43). We find numerically that in this region the coefficients a d and b d are again strictly positive and hence that the bifurcation at γ d is always subcritical, with the spatially periodic and localized states emerging into γ > γ d . In either case the global behavior of the A L,b and A L,d branches depends on whether a heteroclinic cycle forms. When no such cycle forms these branches extend to arbitrarily large γ and are always unstable. In contrast, when it does form the branch of localized states approaches the associated γ * either monotonically or in a series of saddle-nodes as in the example shown in Fig. 20 . But unlike the earlier examples, in Region I + the branch of localized states does not change stability at each saddle-node: as expected the broad localized states resembling heteroclinic cycles between A = A + u and A = 0 inherit the instability of the A = 0 state, but even the narrow profiles, such as the analog of the profile shown in Fig. 21b , are unstable. In time these unstable localized states evolve into deeper localized states that split into two (Bloch) fronts and drift away from each other. Thus despite the multiplicity of localized states present in this region, no wedge of stable reciprocal oscillons (SRO) around γ * results.
Region II

+
The behavior in Region II + mimics that of Region I + , including the presence and general orientation of the line γ * . The one notable difference is that the Turing bifurcation of the uniform phase-locked states A + u at γ d is absent in this region. Thus the large amplitude localized states always bifurcate from the saddle-node at γ b . But the important conclusions regarding the presence of the NIB bifurcation, the extent of the SIF region, and the lack of SSF and SRO regions still apply.
Region III
+
The resonance tongue in Region III + is shown in Fig. 33a . The existence and stability of the uniform phase-locked states is similar to that in Region I + . At large γ these are stable. Above ν H the stable region extends all the way to the boundary of the resonance tongue at γ b , while below ν H the stable region extends only down to γ H where the uniform state loses stability with respect to a Hopf bifurcation. In Region III + the Turing bifurcation at γ d , present when ν lies between ν α and ν z , falls below the Hopf bifurcation and is therefore never part of the boundary of the stable uniform states.
The γ * line in Region III + is drastically different when compared to Regions I + and II + . In this case it is created in a codimension-two point at which γ * = γ b , and extends to arbitrarily large γ as ν increases. Because γ * always lies below γ a , the spatial eigenvalues of A = 0 at γ * are complex. As a result branches of large amplitude localized states approach γ * in a series of saddle-nodes. Unlike Regions I + and II + , in Region III + some of the resulting localized states are stable despite the instability of the A = 0 state [47] . The shaded region in Fig. 33b shows the location of this truncated SRO region. At large values of ν the branch of large amplitude localized states A L,b that emerges from the saddle-node at γ b resembles that in Fig. 20 , including stability assignments: the branch is initially unstable with respect to a single (even) amplitude mode, and gains and loses stability repeatedly at successive saddle-node bifurcations as the branch winds toward γ * . However, when the localized state becomes sufficiently wide it loses stability in a Hopf bifurcation to an oscillatory mode with a spatially localized eigenfunction. Provided this instability occurs below the second saddle-node the SRO region spans the entire range between the first and second saddle-nodes. At large ν the Hopf bifurcation does in fact occurs far 'down' the A L,b branch, but as ν decreases this instability occurs farther 'up' the branch. Figure 34 shows a bifurcation diagram at a value of ν sufficiently small that the Hopf bifurcation lies between the first two saddle-nodes. In this case the truncated SRO region extends only from the first saddle-node down to the localized Hopf bifurcation, labeled γ H,L . Figure 33b shows that the line of localized Hopf bifurcations γ = γ H,L forms the boundary of the SRO region in the (ν, γ) plane. At sufficiently small ν the SRO region is completely absent because the Hopf bifurcation occurs before the first saddle-node. For reference, the location of the first two saddle-nodes is still indicated in the figure even when they do not correspond to the boundary of the SRO region.
The behavior of the fronts in Region III + is shown in Fig. 33c . In ν < ν α the fronts A F,0 emerge supercritically from γ 0 , and extend to arbitrarily large γ. Using the homotopy method we find that at large positive values of ν, where heteroclinic cycles are present, the complex eigenvalues of the A = 0 state result in front pinning and hence in the creation of structured fronts. At intermediate values of ν the branch of fronts terminates, as γ decreases, slightly above γ b ; here the branch become difficult to track numerically and the nature of this bifurcation remains unclear. The fronts are stable at large γ and either lose stability in a NIB bifurcation as γ decreases or, when ν is sufficiently large, remain stable down to the first saddle-node associated with the pinning region. As with the large amplitude localized states, the SSF region is truncated at small values of ν by a Hopf bifurcation. This bifurcation moves farther down the branch as ν increases and, at large values of ν (larger than the domain shown in Fig. 33c) , an SSF region does appear.
Although in this paper we are primarily interested in time-independent solutions of Eq. (2), it is noteworthy that some of the unstable localized states near γ * are found to evolve in time into structures that remain spatially localized but are time-periodic. These oscillations are confined to the inhomogeneous part of the profile while the uniform part remains stationary (Fig. 34b) . Such states belong to the branch of localized periodic solutions (not shown) that emerges from the localized Hopf bifurcation at γ H,L . In addition, the Hopf instability of the fronts in the neighborhood of γ * leads to localized oscillating fronts (Fig. 35) . In either case the frequency of the oscillations is not in general rationally related to the driving frequency, and hence states of this type correspond to multi-frequency oscillations of the observable w in the original system. 
Region IV
+
The resonance tongue in Region IV + , shown in Fig. 36a , resembles that in Region III + , as does the location of the line γ = γ * in ν > βµ. However, since α < 0 in Region IV + (and in Region V + ) the critical value ν α is now positive and the analytical result (21) describing the bifurcation at γ a to spatially periodic states is valid in ν < ν α . In this range, the line γ = γ a is shown as a solid line to indicate that it corresponds to bifurcation points. For ν < αµ, η a reduces to α − √ 1 + α 2 < 0 and the bifurcation to spatially periodic states at γ a is supercritical, while for ν > αµ, η a reduces to α + √ 1 + α 2 > 0 and the bifurcation is subcritical. In the former case no localized states are present near γ a , while in the latter case there is in addition a subcritical bifurcation to spatially localized states A L,a as described by Eq. (23) . Likewise in ν > ν α there is a subcritical bifurcation to spatially localized states A L,0 as described by Eq. (19) which emerge from γ 0 .
The uniform phase-locked states A + u exist in γ > γ 0 , ν < ν β and in γ > γ b , ν > ν β . The locations of the Hopf (γ H , present in ν < ν H ) and Turing (γ d , present in ν < ν z ) bifurcations of the uniform phase-locked states, as defined in Eq. (45) and Eq. (33), respectively, are also shown in the figure. Inspection reveals that γ d always lies above γ H . As a result the boundary of the stable uniform phase-locked states in ν < ν z is γ d and the Hopf bifurcation does not play an important role. Above ν z the uniform states remain stable all the way to the saddle-node at γ b .
Likewise, the spatial eigenvalues of the uniform phase-locked states are of the type shown in Fig. 16b whenever ν < ν z , in the range where γ d is a bifurcation point. The spatially periodic states A P,d described by Eq. (42) The γ * line for this region is also shown in the figure, and emerges from a codimension-two point defined by γ * = γ d that lies slightly below ν = βµ (at which γ b = 0). In contrast, in Region III + the analogous codimension-two point occurs at γ * = γ b . It is clear from the figure that the codimension-two point lies between the two ⋄ s where no localized states are known analytically, although a supercritical bifurcation to spatially periodic solutions A P,d is present. Because the γ * line lies above γ d in a region with complex spatial eigenvalues of the A + u state, we expect branches of small amplitude localized states near γ * to experience pinning. While this is confirmed numerically, these SSO-like states inherit the instability of the A = 0 background and are always unstable. Over the domain shown in the figure (up to about ν = 2) the γ * line lies below γ a , in a region with complex spatial eigenvalues of the A = 0 state. Thus branches of large amplitude fronts and localized states near γ * are expected to exhibit pinning. At larger values of ν the γ * line crosses above γ a , the spatial eigenvalues become real, and pinning cannot occur.
We consider first the behavior of the large amplitude localized states, found numerically by continuing one of the analytically known solutions. The localized states A L,d that emerge from γ d below the left-most ⋄ in the figure extend to arbitrarily large γ since, at these values of ν, no heteroclinic cycles form. The localized states A L,d that emerge from γ d above the right-most ⋄ in the figure, and the localized states A L,b that emerge from γ b when ν > ν z always approach a heteroclinic cycle and do so as expected either in a series of saddle-node bifurcations or monotonically. These solutions are unstable near their creation at γ d or γ b to a single amplitude mode; as γ increases an additional localized Hopf mode destabilizes the solutions below the γ * line thereby eliminating a potential SRO region. As for the fronts, these exist at large γ and can be found using the homotopy method described above. Several types of behavior are observed as γ decreases. Below ν ≈ 0.2 the Ising fronts terminate in a saddle-node bifurcation involving kink fronts. Above ν ≈ 0.5 a heteroclinic cycle is present and the Ising fronts approach γ * as expected in either a series of saddle-node bifurcations or monotonically. Between these two limits the behavior remains unclear. The Ising fronts are stable at large γ. At large negative values of ν these fronts remain stable down to the saddle-node bifurcation where this branch merges with (unstable) kinks. At less negative values the Ising fronts appear to lose stability above this saddle-node to a NIB bifurcation. At large positive values of ν the Ising fronts also always lose stability with decreasing γ, this time to a localized Hopf mode. The Hopf instability occurs above the first saddle-node when the approach to γ * is through a series of saddle-nodes, and above γ * when the approach is monotonic. As a result the boundary of the SIF region near γ * consists of the line of localized Hopf bifurcations, and the structured fronts that may be present near γ * are all unstable. In summary, Region IV + exhibits pinning of both small and large amplitude states near the γ * line, leading to a multiplicity of spatially localized but unstable states in its vicinity, in regions resembling the SSO, SRO, and SSF regions already identified for µ < 0.
Region V
+
The resonance tongue in Region V + is shown in Fig. 37 , and resembles Region IV + . The main difference relates to γ d . First, the tangency at ν z is now absent and hence γ d is always a bifurcation point. It follows that the localized states A L,b emerging from the saddle-node at γ b are never present in this region. Instead the branches of localized states A L,d emerge subcritically from γ d , but only outside of the region marked by the two ⋄ s in the figure. Between these two points the bifurcation to spatially periodic states A P,d is supercritical and no localized states are predicted by local analysis. The second major difference compared to Region IV + is that now the line γ H of Hopf bifurcations of the uniform phase-locked states intersects (twice) the line γ d . Hence, there is a range in ν where the boundary of the stable uniform solutions is made up of γ H instead of γ d . The codimension-two points at which γ d = γ H have not been studied, but an analogous interaction between a Turing and Hopf bifurcation of the A = 0 state has been considered [58, 59] and is known to create interesting dynamics.
The behavior of the fronts and localized states observed by continuing these states numerically also resembles that described for Region IV + . Both large and small amplitude states approach the γ * line in a series of saddle-nodes creating SSO-like, SRO-like, and SSF-like regions, but the resulting states are always unstable because the respective branch undergoes a localized Hopf or a NIB bifurcation before reaching γ * . 
Discussion and conclusions
The present study was largely motivated by the discovery in several distinct systems of subharmonic spatially localized temporal oscillations called oscillons [4, 40, 44, 52] . The experiments indicate that oscillons of this type are present inside the 2:1 resonance tongue, and it is natural in these circumstances to examine the vicinity of the boundary of this region where homogeneous phased-locked oscillations coexist with the trivial state. This coexistence region is produced in response to the forcing and is found even in systems exhibiting supercritical dynamics in the absence of forcing. In the absence of primitive equations describing chemical or granular media, we have chosen to examine the possible existence of spatially localized structures within the framework of the forced complex Ginzburg-Landau equation. This equation can be viewed as the normal form for periodically forced oscillations near the 2:1 resonance in extended dissipative systems. As such the FCGL equation describes the large-scale dynamics of all extended systems driven sufficiently close to the onset of a primary oscillatory instability by a sufficiently weak periodic force sufficiently close to the 2:1 temporal resonance. Within this equation the oscillon problem reduces to the study of time-independent spatially localized solutions for the amplitude of these oscillations, i.e., the background oscillation at half the forcing frequency is factored out. If this is restored and the corresponding states recovered from Eq. (1) we see that the localized structures we have called standard oscillons do indeed resemble the type of localized temporal oscillation observed in the experiments, while the reciprocal oscillons resemble holes in a background that also oscillates with half the forcing frequency. Likewise the Ising fronts [11] become phase kinks, connecting two nontrivial states oscillating exactly out of phase.
Summary of the results
Our study employs the technique of spatial dynamics. We have seen that this approach coupled with numerical branch following provides a powerful technique for analyzing problems of this type. The spatial dynamics approach allows us to view spatially periodic states as periodic orbits is space, and identifies spatially localized states with homoclinic (oscillons) or heteroclinic (fronts) orbits. More importantly, this approach leads one to focus on the spatial eigenvalues of the spatially homogeneous states, and these in turn allow one to identify the parameter regimes where localized structures are likely, and to interpret the large multiplicity of coexisting states as a consequence of a mechanism we refer to as pinning. The same mechanism is, in addition, responsible for stabilizing some of these states against timedependent perturbations. As shown in the Appendices, we have used bifurcations in the spatial eigenvalues to construct analytically both spatially periodic and spatially localized states, which can in turn be used to initialize numerical continuation. These techniques led us to identify parameter regimes in which the various localized structures are all organized around a special point in parameter space corresponding to the formation of a heteroclinic cycle in space. We have called this point γ * . Among the results from our analysis are the following:
1. Identification of two distinct types of "small amplitude" oscillons, referred to collectively as standard oscillons. Both are biasymptotic to the rest state A = 0 as x → ±∞. The first of these bifurcates from A = 0 at the phase-locking threshold γ 0 and resembles a single bump; near the heteroclinic cycle at γ * these may be stable (SSO region in Regions IV − and V − ). The second consists of localized spatial oscillations of even or odd parity that emerge from the Turing bifurcation at γ a and are never stable.
2. Identification of two distinct types of "large amplitude oscillons", biasymptotic to A + u or −A + u as x → ±∞, referred to collectively as reciprocal oscillons. The first of these emerges from the boundary of the fundamental 2:1 resonance tongue at γ b and resembles a hole in a uniform background; near γ * these may be stable (SRO region in Regions III − and III + ). The second type is an even parity localized spatial oscillation on a uniform background that emerges from the Turing bifurcation at γ d , and is never stable.
3. Identification of two classes of large amplitude front-like states called Ising fronts and structured fronts, respectively; the latter possess internal structure in the front region, cf. [61] . These states are stable in regions called SIF (present in all five regions of the (α, β) plane) and SSF (present only in Regions III − and III + ), respectively. The SRO and SSF regions overlap, while the SSO region is present for distinct parameter values.
4. Identification of a heteroclinic cycle at γ * between the trivial and the phase-locked states A + u in the subcritical region of the fundamental 2:1 resonance tongue, and elucidation of its role as an organizing center not only for the standard oscillons, but also for reciprocal oscillons and structured fronts. In addition, a variety of more complex states referred to as multipulse states also emanates from the vicinity of γ * .
5. Detailed discussion of the differences between the damped (µ < 0) and self-exciting (µ > 0) cases, and in particular between the stability properties of the localized structures in these two cases; identification of stable large amplitude fronts even in the absence of a heteroclinic cycle, including pinned and moving Bloch fronts.
The existence and stability results for localized states are summarized in broadest terms in Table 1 . Regions I-V are defined in terms of analytically accessible properties of the spatially uniform phase-locked states only. As a result the existence and stability regions of some of the other states may extend across these boundaries. (Fig. 37) + ---yes no no yes Table 1 : Summary of the behavior in the various regions of the (α, β) plane. Each region is defined uniquely by columns 2-5. In column 6 'yes' ('no') indicates the presence (absence) of a γ * line. In column 7 'yes' indicates that an SSO region forms around a part of the γ * line, 'no' indicates that an SSO region is absent (either because there is no pinning at γ * , or because additional instabilities eliminate stable standard oscillons), while '.' indicates the absence of an SSO region due to the absence of the γ * line. The same notation is used in column 8 to indicate the existence of SRO and SSF regions around γ * . The final column emphasizes that an SIF region is always present, regardless of the presence of γ * .
Connection to experiments
The standard oscillons observed for example in vertically vibrated granular media [52] resemble the single bump standard oscillons identified in the FCGL Eq. (2). In the first explanation of this phenomenon a second field was required to stabilize states of this type [51] . The present work shows this type of standard oscillon can be stable in damped driven systems even in the absence of a second field (SSO region in Regions IV − and V − ).
In contrast, experiments on the optically forced BZ reaction [40, 44] (Fig. 33b) . Thus it may be more likely that the observed spots may in fact correspond to the bound fronts A LBF shown in Fig. 27 , should states of this type prove to be stable.
Existing experiments on the BZ system [40] also reveal that the diameter of the observed reciprocal oscillons is comparable to the width of the Ising fronts connecting out-of-phase spatially homogeneous oscillations. The experiments reveal, moreover, that the reciprocal oscillons exist in a narrow parameter range near the onset of labyrinthine patterns, which in turn form as finite amplitude patterns near the boundary of the 2:1 resonance tongue [4, 60] . These results are in qualitative agreement with simulations of a modified version of Eq. (2) that includes interfacial tension [4] . In a companion paper [57] we present results of numerical integration of Eq. (2) in time in two spatial dimensions that suggest that the reciprocal oscillons and front-like structures described here in one spatial dimension possess analogues in two spatial dimensions, and show that stable spot-like states and stable front-like phase kinks may indeed have similar widths and that both are found within the pinning region identified in one spatial dimension. We use these results to conjecture that the observed labyrinthine patterns are in fact the result of a transverse instability [4, 21, 22, 58] of the front-like states associated with the reciprocal oscillons in the pinning region. This aspect of the problem will be pursued in a future publication.
Future directions
From a broader theoretical perspective the properties of the FCGL equation summarized above resemble those discussed at greater length for the Swift-Hohenberg equation (see Ref. [7] and references therein). This equation is also a bistable reversible fourth order system in space. However, there are important differences between the two sets of equations, the most significant being the fact that the Swift-Hohenberg equation is variational. Although the FCGL can be reduced to the Swift-Hohenberg equation in specific parameter regimes [4] in other regimes the stability properties of the two systems will in general differ. In particular, as we have seen in this paper, the FCGL equation can exhibit persistent time dependence, unlike the Swift-Hohenberg equation.
Although the Swift-Hohenberg equation is known to exhibit bistability between uniform states of the type studied in this paper, recent work on this equation has focused on the consequences of bistability between the trivial state and a spatially periodic state. As a result the fronts that bound a spatially localized state at either side can lock to the underlying spatial structure and the heteroclinic bifurcation opens out into a pinning region. This pinning region is defined by pairs of branches of localized states that snake back and forth across bifurcation point, giving rise to a characteristic "snakes-and-ladders" structure [7, 8] . In contrast, when the bistability is between two spatially homogeneous states pinning arises only from the oscillating tails. In this case the bounding fronts interact ever more weakly as the distance between them increases, and the pinning region necessarily collapses to γ * . Thus no true snaking occurs. Our study of the FCGL equation indicates that the variational structure, while helpful in the physical interpretation of the pinning region [8] , is not a prerequisite for its presence in more general forced dissipative systems. Indeed, our results indicate that similar behavior will be present in other systems exhibiting bistability between two spatially uniform states, provided that the system is reversible under spatial reflection and of fourth or higher order in space. The reversibility property renders the homoclinic connections corresponding to the standard and reciprocal oscillons structurally stable (codimension zero) while making the creation of the heteroclinic cycle between A = 0 and A = A + u of codimension one, and hence is responsible for making the behavior associated with the pinning or snaking region of codimension one. In contrast, in non-reversible systems such as those describing traveling pulses in the comoving frame [62] , homoclinic connections to homogeneous equilibria such as A = 0 and A = A + u are of codimension one while the formation of a pair of heteroclinic connections is of codimension two. Despite this difference the behavior near each global connection, once formed, resembles that described here for the FCGL equation [62] .
The detailed survey on spatially localized oscillations discussed in this paper provides the necessary theoretical background for future experimental and theoretical explorations of spatially extended parametrically driven dissipative systems and their association with structured fronts, Bloch fronts, and labyrinthine patterns. A Weakly nonlinear analysis near γ = γ 0 At γ = γ 0 the A = 0 state has two zero spatial eigenvalues and two nonzero spatial eigenvalues. In the following we assume that µ < 0, and note that when α > 0 and ν > ν α the two nonzero eigenvalues are imaginary. In this case we do not expect localized states nearby (Fig. 5b) . On the other hand if α > 0, ν < ν α , the two nonzero eigenvalues are real and for γ < γ 0 the zero eigenvalues split along the real axis (Fig. 5a ). Thus localized states may exist in γ < γ 0 . To find these states we write γ = γ 0 + ǫ 2 δ, where ǫ ≪ 1 and δ is an order one quantity. Writing A ≡ U + iV , the appropriate expansion of the fields U and V is
where all quantities depend on x via the slow spatial variable X ≡ ǫx only. With these scalings the linear operator in
, where
while the nonlinear operator becomes
implying that
where η 0 ≡ (γ 0 − µ)/ν and B(X) is a real function of X. At order ǫ 3 we obtain
Since L 0 is singular Eq. (51) requires a solvability condition. The required condition is obtained by taking the scalar product of the equation with the adjoint null eigenvector of L 0 , viz.,
The result can be written in the form
This equation admits spatially homogeneous solutions
where the omitted terms are of higher order in |γ 0 − γ|. This solution bifurcates supercritically when b 0 < 0 (i.e., ν < ν β ) and corresponds then to the A + u states discussed in §2. When b 0 > 0 (i.e., ν > ν β ) the bifurcation is subcritical and the homogeneous solutions then correspond to the A − u states. Equation (53) also admits several different space-dependent solutions. Based on the eigenvalue analysis we expect localized states only when ν < ν α , corresponding to a 0 < 0. When, in addition, b 0 < 0 (i.e., ν < ν β ) there is a supercritical bifurcation to front-like states of the form
In contrast, when b 0 > 0 (i.e., ν > ν β ) there is a subcritical bifurcation to localized states of the form
Solutions of the latter type only exist if α < β, i.e., in Region III (since α > 0, by assumption). Evidently at fixed values of the parameters α, β, µ, ν at most one of these solution branches can be present. Equation (53) has localized solutions analogous to Eq. (55) and Eq. (56) even when a 0 > 0 (ν > ν α ) where localized states are not expected. This expectation is confirmed by the numerics: the approximate solutions constructed by the above method when a 0 > 0 cannot be extended away from γ = γ 0 , and do not represent valid solutions of the original FCGL equation (2) .
A similar discussion applies when α < 0 but is omitted.
B Weakly nonlinear analysis near γ = γ a
At γ = γ a the four spatial eigenvalues of the A = 0 state collide at λ = ±ik a , each of double multiplicity, where
As in the previous appendix we assume that µ < 0, α > 0. In this case, k a is real when ν > ν α and the eigenvalue collision occurs on the imaginary axis: below γ a the eigenvalues form a complex quartet and above γ a they are imaginary (Fig. 5b) . In the theory of reversible systems this situation is referred to as the reversible Hopf bifurcation [26] , although here it takes place in space instead of time. Theory predicts the presence of localized states in γ < γ a , consisting of oscillations with wavenumber k a modulated on a large scale owing to the small real part of λ. In contrast, when ν < ν α the wavenumber k a is imaginary and the eigenvalue collision occurs on the real axis; thus no bifurcation occurs (Fig. 5a ).
To find the localized states expected when ν > ν α we set γ = γ a + ǫ 2 δ, where ǫ ≪ 1 and δ is an order one quantity, and allow all quantities to depend on both the short scale x and the long scale X = ǫx. The appropriate expansion of the fields is
With this scaling the linear operator in Eq. (8) becomes L = L 0 + ǫL 1 + ǫ 2 L 2 , where
while the nonlinear operator becomes N (U, V ) = ǫ 2 N (u 1 , v 1 ) + . . .. At order ǫ stationary solutions to Eq. (8) satisfy
and hence u 1 v 1 = η a 1 B (X) e ikax + c.c. ,
where B(X) is a complex function of X and η a ≡ α + sgn(ν − αµ)ρ α .
In this appendix we assume α > 0. Furthermore this analysis only applies when ν > ν α . Under these conditions the argument of sgn(.) is always positive, and η a = α + ρ α > 0 .
Expression (57) for k a is also obtained at this order. The order ǫ 2 terms in Eq. (8) are
The solvability condition for this equation is obtained by taking the scalar product with the adjoint null eigenvector Ξ a = −η a 1 e −ikax + c.c. ,
and integrating over the real line. Since this condition is automatically satisfied, we solve Eq. (66), and obtain
where C(X) is an arbitrary complex-valued function that may be set to zero.
Proceeding to order ǫ 3 we obtain
The solvability condition for this equation takes the form
where a a = 2ρ 
is always present when ν > ν α , and bifurcates subcritically when b a > 0 (i.e., β > α) or supercritically when b a < 0 (i.e., β < α). The phase ϕ is arbitrary and is a result of spatial translation invariance of Eq. (2). In addition to the periodic states there are two other types of solutions that are possible, depending on the sign of the coefficient b a . When b a < 0 (i.e., β < α) there is a supercritical bifurcation to front-like states of the form
These fronts connect two out-of-phase periodic states of the type described by Eq. (71). However, despite their intrinsic interest solutions of this type cannot be computed by our techniques, and their role in the dynamics of Eq. (2) remains unclear. Solutions of this type are therefore omitted from all bifurcation diagrams. In contrast when b a > 0 (i.e., β > α) there is a subcritical bifurcation to localized states of the form
and no front-like states are present. The spatial phase ϕ remains arbitrary at the level of Eq. (70), but this is no longer the case when terms beyond all orders are included. These terms select the phases ϕ = 0, π/2, π, 3π/2; these correspond to odd (φ = π/2, 3π/2) and even (φ = 0, π) solutions of Eq. (73), cf. [8] .
C Weakly nonlinear analysis near γ = γ b
In this appendix we assume that µ < 0, z > 0. In this case a saddle-node bifurcation involving the uniform phase-locked states A + u and A − u occurs at γ = γ b whenever ν > ν β . At this point the uniform state has two zero spatial eigenvalues and two nonzero spatial eigenvalues, and the nonzero eigenvalues are real provided ν > ν z (Fig. 16a) . Along the A + u branch the zero eigenvalues split along the real axis and localized states may exist in the form of orbits homoclinic to A + u . To find these states we write γ = γ b + ǫ 2 δ, where ǫ ≪ 1 and δ > 0 is an order one quantity. With A = U + iV the localized states of interest can be written in the form
where the first term is the uniform phase-locked state A + u and the second corresponds to the space-dependent terms that decay to zero as x → ±∞.
Based on the scaling defined above the uniform phase-locked states A + u can be approximated by the series
In this Appendix we assume µ < 0, and this analysis only applies when ν > ν β . Under these conditions the argument of sgn(.) in Eq. (77) is always positive, and η b reduces to
The sign of the coefficient Υ 1 in Eq. 
where all quantities depend on x via the slow spatial scale X ≡ ǫ 1/2 x. The linear operator in Eq. (8) takes the form L = L 0 + ǫL 1 + ǫ 2 L 2 , where
while the nonlinear terms take the form N = N 0 + ǫN 1 + ǫ 2 N 2 + . . ., where
At order ǫ 0 stationary solutions to Eq. (8) satisfy
an equality that holds by virtue of the definition of U 0 and V 0 . At order ǫ we obtain
42
The X-independent terms in this equation cancel by virtue of the definition of U 1 and V 1 , leaving
Thus
where B(X) is an unknown function of X.
Proceeding to order ǫ 2 we obtain
Again the X-independent terms cancel. The solvability condition for this equation is obtained by taking the scalar product with
to eliminate the u 2 , v 2 terms, leaving
The latter quantity is always negative. Equation (90) admits spatially homogeneous solutions B = −2V 1 , or
corresponding to the other branch of uniform phase-locked states, A 
The two spatial eigenvalues of the B = 0 state in Eq. (90) correspond to those described previously in Eq. (39) , providing a relation between the eigenvalue analysis and asymptotic analysis:
It follows that the solution (94) exists whenever the order one spatial eigenvalues at the saddle-node bifurcation are real, consistent with the assumptions made at the beginning of this Appendix. In addition, Eq. (95) yields a useful relation between the sign of Λ 
D Weakly nonlinear analysis near γ = γ d
In this Appendix we assume µ < 0 and z > 0. In this case, when the bifurcation at γ 0 is supercritical the four spatial eigenvalues of the A + u branch are either all real or all imaginary between γ 0 and γ d , and likewise between γ b and γ d when the bifurcation at γ 0 is subcritical. At γ d these eigenvalues collide pairwise on either the real or imaginary axis, and form a complex quartet for γ > γ d . When this collision occurs on the imaginary axis γ d corresponds to a bifurcation from which localized states may emerge in the form of orbits homoclinic to A + u in γ > γ d . To find these states we write γ = γ d + ǫ 2 δ, where ǫ ≪ 1 and δ is an order one quantity. With A = U + iV the localized states of interest can be written
where the first term corresponds to the uniform phase-locked states and the second to the x-dependent terms, which decay to zero as x → ±∞. Based on the scaling defined above the uniform phase-locked states A + u can be approximated by the series
while the x-dependent terms can be expanded as
All quantities in Eq. (98) depend on both the short spatial scale x and the long spatial scale X ≡ ǫx. The linear operator in Eq. (8) takes the form L = L 0 + ǫL 1 + ǫ 2 L 2 , where
while the nonlinear terms take the form N = N 0 + ǫN 1 + ǫ 2 N 2 + ǫ 3 N 3 + . . ., where
At order ǫ we obtain
or
The critical wavenumber k d given in Eq. (34) is determined by the solvability condition for this equation. With this condition satisfied, the solution is
and B(X) is a complex function of X.
The X-independent terms can be written in the form
It follows that the solution for U 2 , V 2 takes the form
where the constants τ d and Υ 2 are determined by solving Eq. (114):
Here M −1 refers to the inverse of M after setting the ∂ xx terms in this operator to zero. We do not give the explicit form for these constants, but they can be easily evaluated numerically for any set of parameter values.
The remaining X-dependent terms in Eq. (113) are
With the Ansatz 
the coefficients s i and χ i are determined by solving Eq. (117) at each order in e nik d x (n = 0, 1, 2). For the n = 0 terms, the x-derivatives in the M operator vanish. If we call the resulting operator M 0 the n = 0 part of the solution is given by are linearly related, leading to the relation When both a d and b d are positive, these solutions bifurcate supercritically toward γ > γ d ; when these coefficients are both negative Eq. (126) suggests that the corresponding solutions bifurcate subcritically, toward γ < γ d . However, based on the spatial eigenvalue analysis we expect localized solutions only for γ > γ d , and indeed no localized solutions to Eq. (2) in γ < γ d have been found. Thus the localized solutions of Eq. (126) correspond to solutions of Eq. (2) only when a d and b d are both positive.
